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Monitor Your Water Anytime, Anywhere.
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MESSAGE FROM

THE C.E.O

When the well’s dry, we
know the worth of water
~ Benjamin Franklin

We live in the era of technology allowing us to better
We live the era of technology allowing us to better underunderstand the worth of our water in real-time, can you
stand the worth of our water in real-time, can you believe
believe that? Sadly, even with such technological capabilthat? Sadly,even with such technological capabilities
ities most of us have endured years of inconsistency when
most of us have endured years of inconsistency when it
it comes to one of the most basic needs, Water!
comes to one of the most basic needs, Water!
It was then we knew we needed to change the narrative
It was then we knew we needed to change the narrative
and we finally knew what Mobi-Water solutions needed to
and we finally knew what Mobi-Water Solutions needed to
do.
do.
We innovate solutions that allow homes, businesses, facInnovating solutions that allow homes, apartment buildtories, community water projects and public water utilities
ings, plants, factories, malls the opportunities are limitless
to monitor their water availability and manage their water
to have control to monitor and manage their water conconsumption.
sumption, no more unexpected dry wells.
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ABOUT US

MISSION AND VALUES
Mission: To drive innovation and create a world with equal access to water for all.
Company Description: Mobi-Water
Mobi Tech Water
Solutions
a company
has
been built
solutions
is notis
your
average that
water
company;
our
on
the ethos
of flagship
enrichingsolution
lives in “Mobi-Water”
Africa throughthat
integration
of modern
day technoloaward
winning
we developed,
is a water
monitorgy
solve the
enigma
thatus
is,towards
reliable access
clean
and
consistent
water.‘’improvingto
solution
that
propelled
solving to
one
of the
biggest
problems,
ing water access to all’ which happens to be one of the global SDGs.
Our range of solutions deliver remote real time capabilities that enable Homes,
Commercial
properties,
Water
facilities
upgrade
theirinwater
Mobi-Water &
is Industrial
a solution
that allows
our
users &
tosystems
monitortowater
levels
their
management
dependent
on
data
collected,
analysed,
managed
and
disseminated
tanks/reservoirs in any location with a feature that warns users when the levels
through
ourthresholds.
platforms.
exceed set
Mobi
Tech’s
kindling
was driven
by years
showcasing
the major hub.
adversiWe are
located
in Nairobi,
the capital
cityofofresearch
Kenya, East
Africa’s economic
Surties
and
gaps
in
the
Sub-saharan
Africa
water
industry;
who
was
developing
solurounded by tech hubs and innovators, Mobi-Water Solutions’ goal is to provide
tions
for ourrobust
problems?
affordable,
and scalable water solutions to address Africa’s water challenges.

Values:

Sustainability

Innovation

Accountability

Community
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

HARDWARE
MOBI-LEVEL SENSOR

Now that you know who we are, how about knowing what we do. Let us take
you through our innovative product range.
A robust, low power,solar -powered, easy-to install tank/reservoir
Mobi-Level
sensor:
sensor
which allows you to monitor
A robust, water
low power,
easy
to
levelssolar-powered,
in any location
from
install tank/reservoir
any location. sensor which allows
you to monitor water levels in any location
from anyAlocation.
quick 30 min install and you will
be able to access your data via our
A quick 30
minutes install
you will
be
dashboard,
app orand
via sms.
Did we
able to access
yourthat
dataitviahas
our dashboard,
mention
an in-built
app or via
sms. Did
we mention
thatresolve
it has
back-up
battery
that can
an in-built
back-up
battery
that
can
resolve
up to one week’s energy supply in
up to one
week’s
energy
supply
in case of
case
of limited
solar
power.
limited solar power?

Mobi Flow monitoring:
The smart meter is a revolutionary
real-time water flow and consumption monitoring solution which
allows remote access to its users
via Mobi-Water dashboard, app or
via sms. You can now track how
much water you receive and exactly how it’s used.

Mobi-Flow billing:
Our smart billing meters allow full automatFEATURES
ed water consumption billing and assured
payment collection every month. One of the
Get litre
per out
hourisconsumption
- Water tank level analysis and features- that
stand
in the event a
reporting.
tenant is updates.
overdue with their monthly pay- Predict
tank level
- Track water tank state, capacity
ments, the
meterwater
remotely
cutsstatus.
off water
This
information
is
also
and location
and as soon as they settle their dues, the
accessible
via SMS.
- Get notifications for low/high meter remotely
resumes
water flow.
consumption level thresholds Water monitoring and management of the
future!
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Our Platforms
The Mobi-Water App

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

The Mobi-Water Dashboa

SOFTWARE
MOBI-FLOW
MONITORING
Here is where it all comes together. After you have installed the hardware how
do you monitor your water consumption?
Tank A

Tank C
B
Tank

Tank C
8

With Daily, weekly, monthly and a

Mobi-Water dashboard:
View multiple tanks simultaneously!
graphs, our users are able to ge
A simple interactive dashboard accessible
The smart meters are a revolutionary

desktop
a tablet
thattrends,
provides
a
Know your water level by on
theacolor
of orwater
water
identify
peak wat
real-time
flow use
and consump-

comprehensive, in depth analysis of your
tion monitoring solution which allows
tanks and reservoirs.periods, anomalies as well as pl
remote access to its users via Mobi-water dashboard, app or via sms.
Red: means your water is lowYou can
water
demands.
access datafuture
on your
consumption,
You can now track how much water
levels, flow rate, track future demand,
receive and exactly how it’s used.
Blue: means your water levelwater
is justtoright
identify
peak water periods,
anomalies Dashboard
and
The Mobi-Water
prov
manage usage.

your tank!

Our Platform

Green: means your water is too high!

The Mobi-Water App is an easy to use

Mobi-Water app:
An easy to Mobile
use appApplication
that allowsthat
users
to users to
enables
monitor and manage their water at the
palm of theirmonitor
hand. and manage their water at the
Provides thepalm
ability
view
tanks/reservoir
of to
their
hand.
simultaneously and colour based notifications. Red tank indicates low levels, Blue tank
indicates normal levels and Green tank indicates high levels.

comprehensive,
in-depth
The
Mobi-Water
App analysis
tanks and reservoirs.

It is a simple and interactive dash

for convenient water management
Tank A

location.
Tank C
B
Tank

Tank C
8

Mobi-Water SMS service

View multiple tanks simultaneously

Mobi-Water
sms:option for users to receive SMS Notific
Mobi-Water SMS
is an Offline
This is an offlineKnow
optionyour
for users
receive
watertolevel
by the color of
and alarms as
Text
messages
whenever
their
alerts via text when the levels exceedwater
set exceeds t
your tank!
FEATURES
thresholds. thresholds.
Red: means your
water is low
Users can
usenon-revenue
this service on
both feature
- Track
water.
- Water consumption analysis and
phones- Predict
andprovide
smartphones,
ityour
isoption
awater
reliable
Blue:
is justusers
rightr
consumption
growth.
reporting.
These SMS notifications
ameans
reliable
tolevel
ensure
option
to
ensure
users
receive
relevant
- Track leakages by monitoring
- Study trends and patterns of water
means
your
is too
high! ph
relevant information
even
offline,
And
on water
any
basic
mobile
information
inwhen
aGreen:
timely
fashion
even
while
inactive
user
hours.
Tank A HIGH ALARM 95%, 29,800
LitresůĞŌ͘
10:00 am

Tank A water is at 60%, 18,800 Litres.

4:00 pm

Tank A LOW ALARM 10%, 3,100 Litres
>ĞŌ͘
9:00 pm

consumption.
- Get notifications for low/high
consumption
level thresholds.

offline. - This information is also
accessible
SMS.
The via
Mobi-Water
App is an easy to use

Mobile Application that enables
4 users to
4

monitor and manage their water at the

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

HARDWARE
MOBI-FLOW BILLING (POSTPAID)
Now that you know who we are, how about knowing what we do. Let us take
you through our innovative product range.Our smart billing meters allow full
automated water consumption
billing and assured payment
collection every month.
Mobi-Level sensor:
of the features
that stands
A robust, One
low power,
solar-powered,
easyoy
to
the most for this
solution
is inallows
the
install tank/reservoir
sensor
which
event awater
tenant
is overdue
you to monitor
levels
in anywith
location
monthly payments the meter
from anytheir
location.
remotely cuts off water and as
soon
as theyinstall
settleand
theiryou
dueswill
thebe
A quick 30
minutes
meter
remotely
resumes
water
able to access your data via our dashboard,
flow.
app or via
sms. Did we mention that it has
an in-built back-up battery that can resolve
Water
management
andinmonitorup to one
week’s
energy supply
case of
ing of
the future!
limited solar
power?

Mobi Flow monitoring:
The smart meter is a revolutionary
real-time water flow and consumption monitoring solution which
allows remote access to its users
via Mobi-Water dashboard, app or
via sms. You can now track how
much water you receive and exactly how it’s used.

Mobi-Flow billing:
Our smart billing meters allow full automatFEATURES
ed water consumption billing and assured
payment collection every month. One of the
Trackstand
individual
houses.
- Automated water bill reporting.features- that
out is
in the event a
- Remotely
opentheir
and monthly
close
- Get a billing notification every tenant is
overdue with
paymeters.
end of the
ments, the meter remotely cuts off water
Predict
paydues,
at thethe
month.
and as -soon
as how
they much
settle to
their
end
of
the
- Track payments ; expected
meter remotely resumes water flow.
month. and management of the
amount, collected amount andWater monitoring
This information is also
pending amount.
future!
accessible via SMS.
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Our Platforms
The Mobi-Water App

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

The Mobi-Water Dashboa

SOFTWARE
MOBI-FLOW
BILLING (PREPAID)
Here is where it all comes together. After you have installed the hardware how
do you monitor your water consumption?
Tank A

Tank C
B
Tank

Tank C
8

With Daily, weekly, monthly and a

Mobi-Water
View multiple tanks simultaneously!
Thisdashboard:
watergraphs,
meter comes
with aare able to ge
our users

A simple interactive
dashboard
accessible
Customer Interface
Unit
(CIU).
or a tablet
that
provides
a
water use trends, identify
peak wat
comprehensive,
in
depth
analysis
of
your
Tokens for the CIU can be purtanks andchased
reservoirs.
anomalies
viaperiods,
mobile M-pesa
and as well as pl

desktop
Know your water level by on
theacolor
of

your tank!

Our Platform

recharged via the interface. The
Red: means your water is lowYou can access
future
water
demands.
on
consumption,
water data
meter
isyour
remotely
cut off
water levels,
flow
rate,
track
future
demand,
when tokens are depleted, until the
Blue: means your water levelidentify
is just right
peak
water
periods,
anomaliestokens.
and
client
purchases
additional
The Mobi-Water
Dashboard
prov
manage usage.
Green: means your water is too high!

comprehensive,
in-depth
The
Mobi-Water
App analysis

The Mobi-Water App is an easy to use

Mobi-Water app:
An easy to Mobile
use appApplication
that allowsthat
users
to users to
enables
monitor and manage their water at the
palm of theirmonitor
hand. and manage their water at the
Provides thepalm
ability
view
tanks/reservoir
of to
their
hand.
simultaneously and colour based notifications. Red tank indicates low levels, Blue tank
indicates normal levels and Green tank indicates high levels.

tanks and reservoirs.

It is a simple and interactive dash

for convenient water management
Tank A

location.
Tank C
B
Tank

Tank C
8

Mobi-Water SMS service

View multiple tanks simultaneously

Mobi-Water
sms:option for users to receive SMS Notific
Mobi-Water SMS
is an Offline
This is an offlineKnow
optionyour
for users
receive
watertolevel
by the color of
and alarms as
Text
messages
whenever
their
alerts via text when the levels exceedwater
set exceeds t
your tank!
FEATURES
thresholds. thresholds.
Red:service
means your water is low
Users can
use
thisreliable
on both
feature
- Fast
and
token
recharge
- Automated token generation.
phones
and
smartphones,
it
is
a
reliable
Blue:
means
your
water
is justusers
rightr
services.
- Easy management and accounting
These SMS of
notifications provide a reliable option tolevel
ensure
option
to
ensure
users
receive
relevant
- Automated water shut-off on
token purchases.
means
your
is too
high! ph
relevant information
even
offline,
And
on water
any
basic
mobile
information
inwhen
aGreen:
timely
fashion
even
while
token
depletion.
Tank A HIGH ALARM 95%, 29,800
LitresůĞŌ͘
10:00 am

Tank A water is at 60%, 18,800 Litres.

4:00 pm

Tank A LOW ALARM 10%, 3,100 Litres
>ĞŌ͘
9:00 pm

- Analyze and track meter tampering.
- M-Pesa Integrated - Tokens can be offline. - Weekly water level graph
reports The
for water
usage analysis.
Mobi-Water
App is an easy to use
purchased via mobile money.

Mobile Application that enables
64 users to

monitor and manage their water at the

WHY CHOOSE US

Real-Time
Receive alerts any time your water
goes below your desired threshold
and periodic alerts during the day.

30%

Mobi-Water
clients will experience upto
Convenient
30%
increase
efficiency
Choose
howintotheir
get water
your water
alerts.and
consistency.
simplified
monitoring
From SMS Our
to Emails
to App
Notifica-has
provided
Mobi-Water
users
with significant
tions, the
choice is up
to you.
reduction in wastage, improved trends in
usage and avoiding abrupt water shortages.

546,000L

Design
Analytics
Mobi-Water Systems are designed to
Generate graphs and track your
withstand harsh environments in
water use, predict your next water
Commercial
properties
and facilities that shortage or compare different water
both urban and
rural environments.
use Mobi-Water are able to save up to tanks.
546,000L worth of water annually through
unnecessary wastage.

Data
Get accurate and reliable Data which
can be used to create trends and
predict water demand.

Customer Support
The Mobi-Water team is always
available to offer support to our
clients
with
quick,
informative
responses.
In translation Mobi-Water can save up to
81,900 in bills throughout the year for any
facility fitted with our solutions.

81,900/-

Efficacy
Experience
high
level
savings
through the reduction of water wastage, leakages and delivering the
power of consistent water data
avoiding unforeseen shortages.
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PARTNERSHIPS

Collaboration and strategic partnerships are fundamental to improving business outcomes.
The journey we are on has not been an easy one to say the least as with any business venturing into the innovative space. Mobi-Water has been fortunate enough to collaborate with
brilliant minds and organizations to advance our mission and vision at every stage of our
development.

8
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CLIENTS

These are companies, brands and institutions that have entrusted us to bring them one step
closer to 100% consumption efficiency. Each facility required a different combination of our
solutions in order to monitor and manage their water, we are grateful to have facilitated
their successful transitions and kept our promise Monitor your Water, Anywhere,Anytime.
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Highlights

Progress and Achievem

ACHIEVEMENTS

Mobi-Water is an Award-Winning solution havin
Prize for Engineering Innovation 2017/18 ho
Mobi-Water
is an Award-Winning
solution having
emerged
Mobi-level sensor
is an Award-Winning
solution
having
runners-up
at the Africa
PrizeAfrica
for Engineering
Innovation
engineering (U.K.)
emerged runners-up
at the
Prize for Engineering
2017/18
hosted
by the
Royal by
Academy
of engineering
Innovation
2017/18
hosted
the Royal
Academy of(U.K.)
engiWe have also been recognized in:
neering (U.K.)

Airbus Bizlab Africa 4 Future Program (2019)
Innovate 4 Water Forum (2018)

Kenya National Innovation Award.
10
(2020) - ICT

Mest Africa Challenge (2018)
Scale Kenya Forum (2018)

Highlights

Airbus Bizlab Africa4Future Accelerator.
(2019)

Progress and Achievements

Innovate 4 Water Finalit
Finalist
(2018)

Mobi-Water is an Award-Winning solution having emerged runners-up at the Africa
Prize for Engineering Innovation 2017/18 hosted by the Royal Academy of
engineering (U.K.)
We have also been recognized in:
Airbus Bizlab Africa 4 Future Program (2019)

Pitch at the palace Africa (2017)

Innovate 4 Water Forum (2018)

Slush Global Impact Accelerator (2017)

Mest Africa Challenge (2018)

Pivot East Mobile Competition (2016)

Runners-up Mest Africa Challenge.
Scale Kenya Forum (2018)
(2018)

Finalist Scale Kenya Forum.
(2018)

Our Partnerships

Pitch at the palace Africa.
(2017)

We work with some of the best local and internat
of our Mobi-Water Development and as our Clien

Africa Prize for Engineering Innovation
Our Partnerships
(2017)
We work with some of the best local and international organizations in every stage
of our Mobi-Water Development and as our Client Base.

Slush Global Impact Accelerator.
(2017)

Pivot East Mobile Competition.
(2016)
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e Africa
emy of

CONTACT US
To reach out to us with any queries or clarifications we have provided
our numbers, social handles and our location.

7)

or (2017)

n (2016)

365 Website: www.mobiwater.co.ke
Mobile: +254 732 002 307 | +254 748
740 456
331 781
Email: info@mobiwater.co.ke

Location: Astrol Petroleum Building, Thika Rd.

Twitter: techwatersol

Instagram: mobiwater

Facebook: mobiwater

LinkedIn: mobi-water

y stage

MobiTech Water Solutions LTD.
Monitor Your Water Anytime, Anywhere.
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Monitor Your Water Anytime, Anywhere.

